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Abstract. The nuclear matter under extreme conditions of temperatures (T ) and baryonic densities (nB ) undergoes a phase transition to quark gluon plasma (QGP). It is expected that such extreme
conditions can be achieved by colliding nuclei at ultrarelativistic energies. In the present review,
the suitability of photons and dileptons as diagnostic tools of QGP has been discussed. The photon
and dilepton spectra originating from heavy-ion collisions at LHC energies have been explicitly
displayed in this article. Results from SPS and RHIC have been discussed adequately with appropriate references. The role of single electron spectra originating from the decays of heavy flavoured
mesons on QGP detection has also been discussed briefly.
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1. Introduction
The theory of strong interaction, the quantum choromodynamics (QCD) predicts that at
temperatures ∼170 MeV and baryon densities ∼(5−10)×normal nuclear matter density,
hadrons melt down to a new phase of matter called quark gluon plasma (QGP) [1]. In
the QGP, the quarks are not confined within a typical hadronic dimension but roam in
a volume of nuclear dimension. According to the Big Bang model of cosmology, the
microsecond old Universe has undergone a transition from QGP to hadrons. This transition assumes special importance because: (i) contrary to others (GUT, electroweak etc.)
the QCD transition in the early Universe is the only one which can be achieved in the
laboratory and (ii) while the 2.7 K microwave background radiation does not provide
information about the Universe for time not earlier than 300,000 years after the Big Bang,
the access to quark–hadron (q–h) phase transition will provide information on the state
of the Universe when it was a few microsecond old. Therefore, the understanding of the
early Universe compels us to study the q–h transition in the laboratory. It is expected that
such a transition can be created in the laboratory by colliding two nuclei at ultrarelativistic
energies. The Brookhaven National Laboratory’s Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
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and CERN’s Large Hadron Collider (LHC) are two such facilities where QGP can be created by colliding nuclei. The detection of QGP in heavy-ion collisions (HIC) at RHIC
and LHC energies is one of the most challenging tasks for both experimentalists and theorists working in this field, primarily because of the extremely transient nature of the
QGP.
Collisions between two nuclei at relativistic energies will create charged particles –
either in the partonic or in the hadronic phase depending on the colliding energy. Interactions among these charged objects will produce real photon and lepton pairs. Photons and
leptons interact electromagnetically. Therefore, their mean free paths are larger than the
size of the system and hence can bring information on the state of the emission point very
efficiently. Photon and lepton pairs emitted from the QGP are oblivious to the hadronic
phase that appears during the evolution of the matter due to phase transition. As a consequence, their emissions from QGP vis-à-vis hot hadronic matter are considered as efficient diagnostic tools of q–h transition [2–4] (see also [5–7]) and this is the focus of
the present article. The deviation between the photon spectra (or lepton pairs) originating from QGP and hadronic phases in the momentum space may be used as a probe for
QGP. In relativistic heavy-ion collisions, most of the photon and dilepton spectra are measured in the central rapidity (y = 0) region, i.e., spectra are described by the transverse
momentum (pT ) of the photons.
The QGP evolves dynamically in space and time due to high internal pressure. Consequently, the system cools fast and reverts to hadronic matter. At the formation time,
the entire energy of the system is thermal in nature and as time progresses, some part of
the thermal energy gets converted to the collective (flow) energy. In other words, during the expansion, the total energy of the system is shared by the thermal as well as the
collective degrees of freedom. The evolution of collectivity within the system is sensitive to the equation of state (EoS). Therefore, the study of the collectivity in the system
will be useful to shed light on the EoS (see [8–11] for reviews) and on the nature of
the transition taking place during the evolution process if the system is formed in QGP.
It is well known that the average magnitude of radial flow at the freeze-out surface can
be extracted from the pT spectra of the hadrons. However, hadrons being strongly interacting objects can bring the information of the state of the system when it is too dilute to
support collectivity, i.e., the parameters of collectivity extracted from the hadronic spectra
are limited to the evolution stage where the collectivity ceases to exist. These collective
parameters have hardly any direct information about the interior of the matter. Therefore,
a suitable dynamical model is required for the final hadronic spectra to extrapolate backward in time to learn about the state of the initial hot/dense phase. In contrast to hadrons,
the electromagnetic (EM) probes, i.e., photons and dileptons, are produced and emitted
from each space-time point and therefore, EM probes will shed light on how both the
radial [12] and elliptic flows [13–16] develop in the system. For dilepton, apart from pT
there is an additional kinematic variable, i.e., the invariant mass (M) – out of these two
variables, pT is not a Lorentz scalar and hence is changed by the expansion of the system
but M being a Lorentz scalar is not affected by the flow. Moreover, the high M pairs are
predominantly emitted from early times and the low M pairs from late time. Therefore, a
judicious choice of pT and M window will enable one to study the evolution of the flow
in the medium. In this context, lepton pairs may also be used to understand the evolution
of elliptic flow in the system.
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This review is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss the emissions
of photon and lepton pairs from the system formed in heavy-ion collisions. In §3, the
space-time evolution of the matter produced in HIC is described. Section 4 is devoted
to discuss results on photon, lepton pair spectra and elliptic flow of electromagnetic
probes. In §5 suppression of heavy quarks in QGP measured through the pT spectra of
heavy flavoured mesons are mentioned briefly. Sections 6 deals with the summary and
discussions.

2. Photon and dilepton production in heavy-ion collisions
In heavy-ion collisions (HIC), photons and dileptons are produced by various mechanisms at various stages of the evolution. These are broadly categorized as: (i) productions
of photons and dileptons from the interactions of the partons of the colliding nuclei
(while the photon spectra originated from these collisions are called prompt photons
[17], the lepton pairs are known as Drell–Yan pairs [18]) (see [19] for a review), (ii)
thermal productions – from the interactions of thermal partons as well as from thermal
hadrons and (iii) finally from the decays of the long (compared to strong interaction
time-scale) lived mesons. There are non-negligible contributions in the intermediate M
distributions of lepton pairs from the decays of heavy flavoured mesons, charm and
bottom.

2.1 Prompt photons
In the relativistic heavy-ion collision, the high pT prompt photons originate from the
following reactions of the partons of the colliding nuclei: (i) the Compton scattering:
q(q̄) + g → q(q̄) + γ ; (ii) quark–antiquark annihilation: q + q̄ → g + γ and quark
(antiquark) fragmentation: q(q̄) → q(q̄) + γ . The invariant cross-section of the photons
from a hadronic reaction (a + b → γ + anything) can be written in the factorized form
as follows [20]:
 
dσ
dxi dxj
E 3 =
dp
i,j,k

dσ̂ (μ, μR , μF )
(i + j → γ )
× E
d3 p


dσ̂
+ dzk E 3 (i + j → k)Dγk (zk , μF ) ,
dp

j
fai (xi , μ)fb (xj , μ)

(1)

where f is the structure function, σ̂ is the hard cross-section for the photon producing
processes, Dγk is the fragmentation function of the parton, and k to γ , μ, μF and μR are
the factorization, fragmentation and renormalization scales respectively. The first term
in eq. (1) stands for the direct partonic process (i.e., Compton scattering and annihilation processes of quark and antiquark) and the second term represents quark (antiquark)
fragmentation process.
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The prompt photon pT spectrum for the nucleus–nucleus (A–A) interaction is expressed
in terms of p+p collisions as follows:
dN AA
dσ pp
=
T
,
(b)
AA
d2 pT dy
d2 pT dy

(2)

pp

where TAA (b) = Ncoll (b)/σin , TAA (b) is the thickness function, Ncoll (b) is the number of
pp
inelastic nucleon–nucleon collisions and σin is the inelastic cross-section of pp interaction.
2.2 Drell–Yan processes
The process of high-mass (M > 3 GeV) lepton pairs emerging from q q̄ annihilation in
hadronic collisions (a + b → l + + l − + anything) is described by Drell–Yan process
and is the best understood part of dilepton production. In parton model, the invariant
cross-section for large mass lepton pairs in hadronic collisions is given by
d2 σ
8π α 2  2  a
e f (x1 , μ)fq̄b (x2 μ) + fq̄a (x1 , μ)fqb (x2 , μ) ,
(3)
=
dM 2 dy
9Ms q q q
where M is the mass of the lepton pair and s is centre-of-mass energy of colliding hadrons.
Equation (3) represents a purely electromagnetic process. The distribution of lepton pairs
show no pT dependence because QCD interaction between q and q̄ is neglected here.
The emission or absorption of a gluon by the initial-state partons will generate transverse
momentum for the lepton pairs through conservation of linear momentum. Leading-order
processes relevant for the pT generation of the dileptons are: q q̄ → gl + l − (annihilation)
and q(q̄)g → q(q̄)l + l − (Compton). The transverse momentum of the dileptons can also
be generated by the intrinsic transverse motion of the partons inside the hadrons due to
its finite size. However, the effects of the intrinsic transverse momentum is found to be
negligible at very high-energy hadronic collisions (especially for the RHIC and the LHC
energies).
The other important source of lepton pairs is the correlated decay of D and D̄ [21].
At LHC this contribution is the most dominant one at intermediate M [22]. These contributions in HIC can also be estimated by scaling up the yield from pp collisions by
Ncoll .
2.3 Production of thermal photons and lepton pairs – general principle
The number of thermal lepton pairs produced in the system (formed after a high-energy
nuclear collision) per unit space-time volume per unit four-momentum volume is given
by [2–4]
α
dN
=
L(M 2 )ImRμ
(4)
μ fBE ,
4
4
d pd x
12π 4 M 2
α is the EM coupling, Imμμ is the imaginary part of the retarded photon self-energy
and fBE is the Bose–Einstein factor which is a function of uμ pμ for a thermal system
having four-velocity uμ at each space-time point of the system, p2 (= pμ pμ ) = M 2 is the
invariant mass square of the lepton pair and
L(M 2 ) = 1 +
864

2m2
M2

1−4

m2
M2
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arises from the final-state leptonic current involving Dirac spinors and m in eq. (5) is the
lepton mass.
The real photon production rate can be obtained from the lepton pair emission processes
by replacing the product of the EM vertex γ ∗ → l + l − , the term involving final-state
leptonic current and the square of the (virtual) photon propagator by the polarization sum
( polarization  μ  ν = −g μν ) for the real photon. Finally, the phase-space factor for the
lepton pairs should be replaced by that of the photon to obtain the photon emission rate as
E

dN
d4 xd3 p

=

g μν
Imμν fBE .
(2π )3

(6)

The results given above is correct up to order e2 (∼ α) in EM interaction but exact, in
principle, to all order in strong interaction. Now it is clear from eqs (4) and (6) that for
the evaluation of photon and dilepton production rates one needs to evaluate the imaginary
part of the photon self-energy. The thermal cutting rules give a systematic procedure to
express the imaginary part of the photon self-energy in terms of the physical amplitude.
2.3.1 Thermal photons from quark gluon plasma. The contribution from QGP to the
spectrum of thermal photons due to annihilation (q q̄ → gγ ) and Compton (q(q̄)g →
q(q̄)γ ) processes has been calculated in [23,24] using hard thermal loop (HTL) approximation [25]. Later, it was shown that photons from the processes [26]: gq → gqγ ,
qq → qqγ , qq q̄ → qγ and gq q̄ → gγ contribute in the same order O(ααs ) as Compton and annihilation processes. The complete calculation of emission rate from QGP to
order αs has been performed by resuming ladder diagrams in the effective theory [27].
This rate has been used for obtaining the results to be displayed here. The T dependence
of the strong coupling αs has been taken from [28].
2.3.2 Thermal photons from hadrons. For the photon spectra from hadronic phase, an
exhaustive set of hadronic reactions and the radiative decay of higher resonance states
are considered [29–31]. The relevant reactions and decays for photon production are: (i)
π π → ρ γ , (ii) π ρ → π γ (with all possible mesons in the intermediate state [31]),
(iii) π π → η γ and (iv) π η → π γ , ρ → π π γ and ω → π γ . The corresponding
vertices are obtained from various phenomenological Lagrangians described in detail in
refs [29–31]. The reactions involving strange mesons, π K ∗ → K γ , π K → K ∗ γ ,
ρ K → K γ and K K ∗ → π γ [33] have also been incorporated in the present work.
Contributions from other decays, such as K ∗ (892) → K γ , φ → η γ , b1 (1235) →
π γ , a2 (1320) → π γ and K1 (1270) → π γ have been found to be small [32] for pT >
1 GeV. All the isospin combinations for the above reactions and decays have properly been
taken into account. The effects of hadronic form factors [33] have also been incorporated
in the present calculation.
2.4 Thermal dileptons
As mentioned before, lepton pairs can be used as efficient probes for QGP diagnostics,
provided one can subtract out contributions from Drell–Yan process, decays of vector mesons within the lifetime of the fire ball and hadronic decays occurring after the
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freeze-out. Like hard photons, lepton pairs from Drell–Yan processes can be estimated by
pQCD. The pT spectra of thermal lepton pairs suffer from the problem of indistinguishability between QGP and hadronic sources unlike the usual invariant mass (M) spectra
which show characteristic resonance peaks in the low M region. The invariant transverse
momentum distribution of thermal dileptons (l + l − or virtual photons, γ ∗ ) is given by
 
d2 Nγ ∗
d2 N
=
dM 2 .
(7)
2 p dydM 2 d4 x
d4 x d2 pT dy
d
T
i
i
i=Q,M,H
The lower (M1 ) and upper (M2 ) limits of M integration can be fixed judiciously to detect
contributions from either quark matter or hadronic matter. Experimental measurements
[34,35] are available for different M windows.
2.5 Dilepton emission from QGP
In the QGP phase, the lowest order process producing lepton pair is q q̄ → γ ∗ → l + l −
[36]. QCD corrections to this lowest order rate is obtained in [37] (see also [38]) in the
weak coupling limit, i.e. for very low values of strong coupling, αs . The value of αs
becomes small in the QCD plasma at very high temperatures. Such a high-temperature
limit cannot be achieved by colliding nuclei at RHIC and LHC energies. Therefore, these
results may not be very useful to analyse the currently available experimental data. It is
important to mention here that this is also true for the photon emission rate (although we
have used it here in the absence of any better results) which is derived in the weak coupling limit within the framework of hard thermal loop approximations discussed earlier.
The emission rate from QGP in the strong coupling limit may be achieved by lattice QCD
calculations. Indeed, the dilepton emission rate has been obtained from lattice QCD calculations for T > Tc [39] (see also [40]). The future lattice QCD results with dynamical
quarks will be very useful to analyse experimental data from HIC at relativistic energies.

2.6 Dilepton emission from the hadronic medium
The thermal lepton pairs in HIC originate from the decays of low-mass vector mesons
(ρ, ω and φ). Using the relation between hadronic electromagnetic current and the vector
meson field through field current identity, one can express the emission rate of low-mass
lepton pairs in terms of in-medium spectral functions of light vector mesons as follows
(see [41] for details):

α2
dN
fBE (p0 )
FV2 m2V AV (p0 , p),

(8)
=
−
4
4
3
2
d pd x
π p
V =ρ,ω,φ
where FV is the coupling between the electromagnetic current and the vector meson (V ),
mV is the mass and AV is the spectral function of V respectively in the hadronic medium
at non-zero temperature and density. The change of spectral function of ρ due to its interaction with π, ω, a1 , h1 (see [41,42] for details) and baryons [43] have been included to
evaluate the production of lepton pairs from HM. For the ω spectral function, the width
at non-zero temperature is taken from ref. [44] and medium effects on φ is ignored. In
866
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addition, the ρ and ω spectral functions are augmented by contributions from continuum
[7,45] and hence the reactions like four-pion annihilation [46] are ignored to avoid double
counting. The continuum is parametrized as indicated in [7].
2.7 Thermal photons and dileptons from an expanding medium
Ideally, one wants to detect photons from QGP. However, the experimental data contain
photons from various processes, e.g. from the hard collisions of initial-state partons of
the colliding nuclei, thermal photons from quark matter and hadronic matter and photons
from the hadronic decays after freeze-out. The contributions from the initial hard collisions of partons can be estimated by using eq. (2). Photons from the hadronic decays
(π 0 → γ γ , η → γ γ etc.) can be reconstructed, in principle, by invariant mass analysis. But the most challenging task is to separate the thermal photons originating from the
expanding hadrons.
Similarly, the dilepton yield from the expanding system under consideration is obtained
by convoluting the static rate by integrating over the four-volume, d4 x for a system
undergoing radial and longitudinal expansions with cylindrical symmetry [48] and boost
invariance along longitudinal direction [47].
The invariant momentum distribution of thermal photons or dileptons (generically
denoted by d2 N/d2 pT dy) can be written as
 
d2 N
d2 N
=
d4 x,
(9)
2
2
4x
d pT dy
d
p
dyd
T
i
i=Q,M,H i
where i ≡ Q, M, H represents QGP, mixed (coexisting phase of QGP and hadrons) and
hadronic phases respectively. (d2 N/d4 xd2 pT dy)i is the static rate of photon production
from the phase i, which is convoluted over the expansion dynamics by integrating over
d4 x. Dilepton yield from an expanding system can similarly be obtained.
3. Space-time dynamics of HIC
The space-time evolution of the system formed in HICs can be studied by using relativistic
hydrodynamics, by assuming that the system reaches the state of equilibrium at a time
τi after the collision. The evolution of the fluid is governed by the energy–momentum
conservation equation:
∂μ T μν = 0,

(10)

where T = ( + P )u u + g P is the energy–momentum tensor for the ideal fluid,
 is the energy density, P is the pressure and uμ is the fluid four-velocity. Using eq. (10)
and the second law of thermodynamics, one can show that for an isentropic non-viscous
flow, the entropy conservation law reads as
μν

μ ν

μν

∂μ s μ = 0,

(11)

where s μ = s uμ is the entropy current. For fluid containing non-zero baryon number,
one needs to solve the equation:
∂μ (nB uμ ) = 0

(12)
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simultaneously with eq. (10). In eq. (12), nB is the baryon density. However, for HIC
at RHIC and LHC energies, the net baryon at the central rapidity region is found to be
small and hence eq. (12) can be ignored and in such a scenario only eq. (10) is required
to be solved. To solve eq. (10) for HIC, the initial condition and equation-of-state (EoS)
are to be prescribed and also the conditions as to where the evolution needs to be stopped
have to be specified (freeze-out condition). The hydrodynamical equation, eq. (10) is
solved with boost invariance [47], along longitudinal direction and azimuthal symmetry
[48] to estimate the pT and M distributions of electromagnetic probes. However, while
evaluating the elliptic flow, v2 of the lepton pairs, the assumption of azimuthal symmetry
is relaxed [49].
The initial temperature Ti can be related to the measured hadronic multiplicity (dN/dy)
by the following relation for a system undergoing isentropic expansion [50]:
dN
= π RA2 4aq Ti3 τi /c,
(13)
dy
where RA is the radius of the colliding nuclei, c is a constant (∼4) and aq = (π 2 /90)×
statistical degeneracy. For example, in QGP phase, the statistical degeneracy, gq = 2 ×
8 + 7 × 2 × 2 × 3 × NF /8, NF is the number of flavours. The value of dN/dy can be
estimated from the following equation [51]:
dnpp Npart
dnpp
dN
= (1 − x)
+x
Ncoll .
(14)
dy
dy
2
dy
Ncoll is the number of collisions which contribute x fraction to the multiplicity dnpp /dy
measured in pp collision. The number of participants Npart contributes a fraction (1 − x)
of dnpp /dy. The values of Npart and Ncoll are estimated by using Glauber model. The
hydrodynamical equations describing the radial as well as the longitudinal expansions of
the system are solved with the following initial conditions. The radial dependence of the
initial energy density profile is taken as
0
,
(15)
(τi , r) =
A
1 + exp( r−R
)
δ
where δ is the surface thickness taken as 0.5 fm in the present calculation. The initial
radial velocity profile is assumed to be: vr (τi , r) = 0. The energy density in the plateau
region 0 is estimated from the value of the initial temperature Ti by using the relation
 = gq π 2 /30 × Ti4 .
The lattice QCD EoS [52] for the QGP phase and hadronic resonance gas EoS for
the hadronic phase [53] have been used. The kinetic freeze-out temperature can be
constrained by the pT spectra of hadrons. The ratios of various hadrons measured experi√
mentally at different sNN indicate that the system produced in HIC decouple chemically
at Tch (>Tf ). Therefore, the system remains out of chemical equilibrium from Tch to Tf . The
deviation of the system from the chemical equilibrium is taken into account by introducing
chemical potential for the relevant hadronic species [54].
4. Results
Having specified various processes for photon and dilepton productions from QGP and
hot hadrons, we are ready to evaluate their spectra originating from the expanding system
868
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with the help of relativistic hydrodynamics solved using the initial conditions and EoS
mentioned earlier.
4.1 Transverse momentum spectra of photons
The efficiency of photons for being considered as a competent probe of QGP largely
depends on the ability to disentangle the photons produced from various stages of evolution of the system formed in HIC. Therefore, first we identify the possible sources of
photons above those coming from the decays of π 0 , η mesons etc. as provided by the
data. As photons from these decays are already eliminated from the experimental data
from SPS, RHIC and LHC experiments, these need not be considered. Therefore, the
following sources of photons are going to be considered here:
(i) Prompt photons: produced from the initial hard collisions of the partons from
the nucleons of the colliding nuclei. This contribution may be estimated by
using the techniques of perturbative QCD (pQCD) and the data from pp collisions may be used to validate such calculations. The pT distributions of photons
from proton+proton (pp) collisions at a given energy can be used as a benchmark
for the hard contribution in HIC. Therefore, estimation of these contributions with
minimal model dependence is important. In view of this, in the present analysis,
we estimate the high pT contributions in HIC by using the procedure outlined in
[59], i.e., use the data from pp collisions and scale it up by the number of collisions
in nucleus–nucleus interactions.
(ii) Photons are also produced from the interactions of the pre-equilibrated partons,
i.e., from the time span between the collision point and the onset of thermalization.
If the thermalization time-scale is very small (as in the case of RHIC and LHC), the
contributions from this interval will be insignificant and hence can be neglected.
Michler et al [55] have done an interesting work recently to understand the photon production during the chiral phase transition of the system formed just after
HIC.
(iii) Thermal photons originating from the interactions of (a) quarks and gluons and
(b) thermal hadrons (π , ρ, η, ω, a1 etc.) in the bath. The estimation of the thermal contribution depends on the space-time evolution scenario. In the case of a
deconfinement phase transition, which seems to be plausible at the RHIC and the
LHC energies, one assumes that QGP is formed initially. The equilibrated plasma
then expands, cools and reverts to hadronic matter and finally freezes out. Evidently, there will be thermal radiation from QGP as well as from the luminous
hadronic fireball which has to be estimated as accurately as possible to have a
reliable estimate of the initial temperature.
The momentum distributions of photons (and dileptons) produced from a thermal system depend on the temperature T of the source through the thermal phase-space factors of
the participants of the reactions [56]. Consequently, the transverse momentum pT spectra
of photon reflects the temperature of the source. For an expanding system the situation is,
however, more complex. With the onset of transverse flow, the quarks and gluons in the
system will yield momenta in the transverse direction in addition to their momenta due to
Pramana – J. Phys., Vol. 84, No. 5, May 2015
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thermal motion. Consequently, the conservation of momentum will ensure a transverse
momentum gain by the photons produced from the interactions of quarks and gluons
in the expanding medium. Therefore, the transverse flow (characterized by radial flow
velocity, vr ) will modify the pT distribution of the photons. This will make the photons
originating from the hadronic phase with low T (< Tc ) but high vr to possibly mix with
photons produced from the QGP with relatively high T but low vr [57]. Consequently, the
intermediate or the high pT part of the spectra will contain contributions from both QGP
as well as hadrons making the disentanglement of photons from QGP very difficult. The
photon spectra measured experimentally represent the space-time integrated yield from
the matter that evolves from an initial hot and dense phase to a comparatively cooler and
diluted phase of hadronic gas. Therefore, the temperature extracted from such spectra
will exhibit the average temperature of the system.
√
The direct photon spectra from Pb+Pb collisions is measured at sNN = 2.76 TeV
by ALICE Collaboration [58]. However, no data at this collision energy are available for
√
pp interactions. Therefore, prompt photons from p + p collision at sNN = 7 TeV has
√
been used to estimate the hard contributions for nuclear collisions at sNN = 2.76 TeV
√
by using the scaling procedure (with sNN ) used in [59]. For the Pb+Pb collisions, the
result has been scaled up by the number of collisions at this energy (this is shown in
figure 1 as prompt photons). The high pT part of the data is reproduced by the prompt
contributions reasonably well. At low pT , the hard contributions underestimate the data
indicating the presence of a possible thermal source.
The thermal photons with an initial temperature of ∼553 MeV (τi = 0.1 fm/c) along
with the prompt contributions explain the data well (figure 1), with the inclusion of
non-zero chemical potentials for all hadronic species considered [54]. The average temperature extracted from the inverse slope of the spectra is ∼300 MeV as compared to the
values 245 [60,61] and 265 [60,62] from the analysis of data obtained from SPS [59] and
RHIC [63] collision conditions respectively.
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Figure 1. Transverse momentum spectra of direct photon at 2.76 TeV energy for
Pb+Pb collision at 0–40% centrality (see [60] for details).
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4.2 Invariant mass and transverse momentum distribution of lepton pairs
The pT -integrated invariant mass spectra of dilepton is displayed for LHC initial conditions in figure 2. Dileptons from hot hadronic matter outshines the QGP for M < mφ
when the thermal effects on the ρ spectral function are included. For large M, however,
the dileptons from QGP dominates. To show the sensitivity of the results on the EoS,
we display the results for HRG (hadronic resonance gas) EoS and contrast it with results
obtained from lattice QCD EoS. HRG EoS is obtained by including all the hadrons upto
2.5 GeV mass in the energy density and pressure of the hadronic system and bag model
EoS for the QGP. For RHIC, the results (see ref. [64]) are qualitatively similar to LHC.
However, quantitatively the yield at RHIC is lower [42] because of the larger four-volume
of the system to be realized at LHC resulting from a higher value of Ti for fixed Tc and
TF . A large enhancement in the dilepton yield is observed as a result of broadening of the
ρ spectral function due to the inclusion of π π , π ω, π a1 and π h1 loops and the ρ-nucleon
interactions. In figure 3, the transverse momentum distribution of lepton pairs for various
average M (Mav = (M1 + M2 )/2, where M1 and M2 are the upper and lower limits of
M). In confirmation with the results displayed in figure 2, we observe that the spectra for
Mav ∼ 0.3 and ρ-peak are similar and dominate over the spectra for other Mav values for
the entire pT range. Therefore, an appropriate selection of M and pT will be very useful
to extract various properties (effective temperature, average flow, etc.) of the QGP or the
hadronic phase.
Finally, the variation of inverse slope of the MT distributions with Mav for LHC is
depicted in figure 4. The values of Teff for various M-bins are larger than RHIC because
of the combined effects of large initial temperature and flow. In fact, the value of the
radial velocity vr for 0.5 < M(GeV) < 0.77 is ∼0.52 compared to 0.25 at RHIC [42].
The radial flow in the system is responsible for the rise and fall of Teff with Mav (solid
line) in the mass region 0.5 < M(GeV) < 1.3, for vr = 0 (dashed line) a completely
different behaviour is obtained. This type of non-monotonic variation of Teff cannot be
obtained with a single dilepton source [65]. Therefore, such non-monotonic variation
of the inverse slope deduced from the transverse mass distribution of lepton pairs with
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Figure 2. Dilepton yields for HRG EoS and LQCD EoS. The initial condition is taken
for LHC energy (taken from [41]).
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Figure 3. The dilepton yield plotted against MT − Mav for different M windows for
LHC initial condition (taken from [42]).

average invariant mass is an indication of the presence of two different phases during the
evolution of the system. Thus, such variation may be treated as a signal of QGP formation
in heavy-ion collisions. Photon spectra may be used to make a connection between Teff
and true temperature of the evolving matter [66].
The other sources of dileptons e.g., the Drell–Yan (DY) mechanism and charm decays,
may provide significant ‘background’ to the thermal productions at high mass region
(2 ≤ M (GeV) ≤ 6 [67]) which are neglected here because in the present work we focus
mainly on the low-mass regions. Moreover, the contributions from the DY process and
charm decays from proton+proton (pp) collisions may be used to estimate similar contributions from heavy-ion collisions at the same colliding energy by appropriately scaling
pp data by the effective number of nucleon+nucleon collisions in nuclear interaction. The
contributions from the ρ at the freeze-out surface has been evaluated and it is found to be
small [41].
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Figure 4. Teff for different values of the M-bins for LHC conditions. The dashed line
is obtained by setting vr = 0 (from [42]).
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4.3 Elliptic flow lepton pairs and photons
Non-central heavy-ion collisions provide an anisotropic spatial configuration. Interactions
among the constituents of the system develop pressure gradients of different magnitude along different spatial directions resulting in anisotropic flow velocity. With the
expansion, the spatial anisotropy reduces and the momentum space anisotropy builds up
rapidly. The v2 is a measure of this momentum space anisotropy which is defined as:
v2 = px2 − py2 /px2 + py2 , where px and py are the x and y components of the particle
momenta. In contrast to hadrons, which are predominantly emitted from the freeze-out
surface of the fireball, the electromagnetically interacting particles are penetrating probes
as mentioned earlier. Therefore, the analysis of v2 of the lepton pairs [13,14,16] and photons [15] can provide information of the pristine stage of the matter produced in HIC.
Similar to photons, as explained earlier in §4.1, the radial flow alters the shape of the pT
spectra of dileptons too. The presence of large radial flow may diminish the magnitude
of v2 at low pT [68] and this effect will be larger when the radial flow is large, i.e. in the
hadronic phase which corresponds to lepton pairs with M ∼ mρ .
The v2 of dileptons can also be used to test the validity and efficiency of the extrapolation required for hadronic v2 . The pT -integrated M distribution of lepton pairs with
M(>mφ ) originating from the early time, providing information of the partonic phase and
pairs with M  mρ are chiefly produced later from the hadronic phase. Therefore, the
pT -integrated M distribution of lepton pairs may be used as a chronometer of the heavyion collisions. On the other hand, the variation of v2 with pT for different M windows
may be used as a flow-meter.
The elliptic flow of the dilepton, v2 (pT , M) can be defined as



cos(2φ) d2 pTdN
dφ
|
dM 2 dy y=0


,
(16)
v2 =

dN
dφ
|
d2 pT dM 2 dy y=0
where
stands for summation over quark matter (QM) and hadronic matter (HM)
phases. In this work dileptons from non-thermal sources e.g., from the Drell–Yan process
and decays of heavy flavours [69] are ignored for evaluating the elliptic flow of lepton
pairs from QM and HM. If the charm and bottom quarks do not thermalize, then they are
not part of the flowing QGP and hence do not contribute to the elliptic flow. The model
employed in the present work leads to a good agreement with NA60 dilepton data [34]
for SPS collision conditions [70] (see [71] for a comprehensive discussion).
To evaluate v2 from eq. (16), one needs to integrate the production rate over the spacetime evolution of the system – from the initial QGP phase to the final hadronic freeze-out
state through a phase transition in the intermediate stage. We assume that the matter is
formed in QGP phase with negligible net baryon density. The initial condition required
to solve the hydrodynamic equations for the description of the matter produced in Pb+Pb
√
collision at sNN = 2.76 TeV for 30–40% centrality is as follows: Ti = 456 MeV is
the initial temperature corresponding to the maximum of the initial energy density profile
at the thermalization time τi = 0.6 fm/c. The EoS required to close the hydrodynamic
equations is constructed by complementing Wuppertal–Budapest lattice simulation [72]
with a hadron resonance gas comprising all the hadronic resonances up to a mass of
2.5 GeV [53,73]. The energy of the lepton pair in the co-moving frame is given by:
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p · u = γT (MT cosh(y − η) − vx pT cos φ − vy pT sin φ), where u = (γ , γ v), is the
fluid four-velocity, y is the rapidity and η is the space-time rapidity, γT = (1 − vr2 )−1/2 ,
vr2 = vx2 + vy2 , vx and vy are the x and y components of the velocity. The EoS and the
values of the parameters mentioned above are constrained by the pT spectra (for 0–5%
centrality) and elliptic flow (for 10–50% centrality) of charged hadrons [73] measured by
ALICE Collaboration [74].
Figure 5a and 5b show the differential elliptic flow v2 (pT ) of dileptons arising from
various M domains. We observe that for M = 2.5 GeV, v2 is small for the entire pT
range because these pairs arise dominantly from the QM epoch (see figure 2) when the
flow is not developed fully. By the time (6–12 fm/c) the pairs are emitted predominantly
from the region M = 0.77 GeV, the flow which gives rise to large v2 is fully developed.
It is also interesting to note that the medium-induced enhancement of ρ spectral function
provides a visible modification in v2 for dileptons below ρ peak (figure 5c). The mediuminduced effects lead to an enhancement of v2 of lepton pairs which is culminating from
the ‘extra’ interaction (absent when a vacuum ρ is considered) of the ρ with other thermal
hadrons in the bath. We note that the differential elliptic flow v2 (pT ) obtained here at LHC
is larger than the values obtained at RHIC [15,16] for all the invariant mass windows. In
figure 5d, we depict the variation of RQ with pT for M = 0.3 GeV (line with solid
circle), 0.77 GeV (solid line) and 2.5 GeV (line with open circle). The quantity RQ (RH )
is defined as, RQ = v2QM /(v2QM +v2HM ) [RH = v2HM /(v2QM +v2HM )] where v2QM and v2HM are
the elliptic flow of QM and HM respectively. The results clearly illustrate that v2 of lepton
pairs in the large M (=2.5 GeV) domain (open circle in figure 5d) originate from QM
for the entire pT range considered here. The value of RQ is large in this domain because
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Figure 5. (a) and (b) indicate elliptic flow of lepton pairs as a function of pT for
various M windows. (c) displays the effect of the broadening of ρ spectral function
on the elliptic flow for M = 300 MeV. (d) shows the variation of RQ (see text) with
pT for M = 0.3 GeV (solid circle), 0.77 GeV (line) and 2.5 GeV (open circle). All
the results displayed here are for 30–40% centrality (from [13]).
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Figure 6. Variation of dilepton elliptic flow as function of M for QM, HM (with
and without medium effects) and for the entire evolution. The symbol ∗ indicates the
value of v2 for hadrons e.g., π , kaon, proton and φ (from [13]).

of the large (negligibly small) contributions from QM (HM) phase. It is also clear that the
contribution from QM phase to the elliptic flow for M (=0.77 GeV) is very small (solid
line in figure 3d). The value of RH for M = 0.77 GeV is large (not shown in the figure).
The v2 at the HM phase (either at ρ or φ peak) is larger than its value in the QGP
phase (at M = 2.5 GeV, say) for the entire pT range considered here. Therefore, the
pT -integrated values of v2 should also retain this character at the corresponding values of
M , which is clearly observed in figure 6 which displays the variation of v2 (M ) with
M . The v2 of QM is small because of the small pressure gradient in the QGP phase. The
v2 resulting from hadronic phase has a peak around ρ pole indicating a large development
of flow in the HM phase. For M > mφ , the v2 obtained from the combined phases
approaches the value corresponding to v2 for QGP. Therefore, measurement of v2 for large
M will bring information of the QGP phase at the earliest time of the evolution. It is
important to note that the pT -integrated v2 (M ) of the lepton pairs with M ∼ mπ , mK
is close to the hadronic v2π and v2K (symbol ∗ in figure 6). We also observe that the
variation of v2 (M ) with M has a structure similar to dN/dM vs. M. This is because
v2 can be written as: v2 (M ) ∼ i=QM,HM v2i × fi , where fi is the fraction of QM or
HM from various space-time regions. The structure of dN/dM is reflected in v2 (M )
through fi . We find that the magnitude of v2 (M ) at LHC is larger than its value at
RHIC.

5. Single electron from the heavy flavoured meson (HFM) decay
The heavy quarks (HQs) i.e., charm and bottom play vital roles in probing QGP. The
HQs are produced in early time of the collision as their productions are associated with
large momentum transfer. As the HQs are not frequently created or annihilated in the
QGP, they can witness the entire space-time evolution of heavy-ion collision and act as
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useful probes in QGP detection. HQs are not part of the bulk of the system as they
are Boltzmann-suppressed due to their higher masses at the temperature range of a few
hundred of MeV. This indicates that the interaction of HQs with QGP involves interactions
between equilibrium (QGP) and non-equilibrium degrees of freedom (DoF). The Fokker–
Planck (FP) equation provides an appropriate framework for such studies.
The interactions of HQs with QGP is encrypted in the depletion of high pT hadrons
(D and B) produced in nucleus + nucleus collisions relative to those produced in proton
+ proton (p + p) collisions. This
 depletion factor for a particle a, RAA is defined as:
RAA (pT ) = dN a Au+Au /d2 pT dy/ Ncoll × dN a pp /d2 pT dy , RAA can provide information
on the properties of QGP. The STAR [75], PHENIX [76] and the ALICE [77] Collaborations have measured this high pT depletion. In HIC the HQs suppression at high pT
are measured from the pT distributions of electrons originating from their semileptonic
decays of HFM at RHIC. Several ingredients like inclusions of non-perturbative effects
from the quasihadronic bound state [78], 3-body scattering [79], the dissociation of heavy
mesons due to its interaction with the thermal partons [80] and employment of running
coupling constants and realistic Debye mass [81] have been proposed to improve the
description of the experimental data. Wicks et al [82] showed that the inclusion of both
elastic and inelastic collisions and the path length fluctuation reduces the gap between the
theoretical and experimental results.
The FP equation describing the motion of the HQs in the QGP reads as [83,84] (for an
alternative scenario, see [85]),


∂
∂
∂f
Ai (p)f +
=
[Bij (p)f ] ,
∂t
∂pi
∂pj

(17)

where f is the momentum distribution of the HQs describing the non-equilibrium DoF.
Ai and Bij are drag and momentum diffusion coefficients. The interaction between the
probe and the medium enter through the drag and diffusion coefficients.
The momentum diffusion coefficient is a measure of the ability of mixing highmomentum zone with low-momentum zone, similar to the mass diffusion from highdensity region to the low-density region. The transfer of momentum depends on the
strength of the interaction and this can be used to assess the nature of the fluid – liquid
or gas. Moreover, the shear viscosity of the system also signifies the ability to transfer momentum over a length scale ∼ mean free path, indicating that the coefficients of
diffusion and shear viscosity are related quantities [86] (see ref. [87] for a review and
references therein). During their propagation through the QGP, the HQs dissipate energy
predominantly by two processes [88,89]: (i) collisional, e.g. gQ → gQ, qQ → qQ and
q̄Q → q̄Q, and (ii) radiative processes, i.e., Q+q → Q+q +g and Q+g → Q+g +g.
The radiative loss is subjected to the dead cone and Landau–Pomeronchuk–Migdal (LPM)
effects. Both radiative and collisional processes of energy loss are included in the effective drag and diffusion coefficients here. The initial HQ distribution has been taken from
the NLO perturbative calculations [90]. In the present formalism, the suppression of high
pT D or B mesons in the QGP phase is given by
RAA =
876

fQ
,
fi
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Figure 7. RAA as a function of pT for D and B mesons at LHC (experimental data
are taken from [77] and theoretical results are taken from the second reference of
ref. [88]).

where fQ is given by the convolution of the solution of the FP equation at the end of
the QGP phase (at Tc ∼ 170 MeV) with the HQ fragmentation to D or B mesons [91].
Similarly, fi is the function obtained from the convolution of the initial heavy quark
momentum distribution with the HQ fragmentation function for heavy mesons.
The pT distribution will be unity in the absence of rescattering. Theoretical results
have been compared with the recent ALICE data (ref. [77]) in figure 7. The data are
reproduced well by assuming the formation of QGP at an initial temperature of ∼550 MeV
√
and τi = 0.1 fm/c after Pb+Pb collisions at sNN = 2.76 TeV. The spectra evaluated
using the formalism described above reproduce the data reasonably well (figure 7), with
initial temperature Ti = 550 MeV and thermalization time τi = 0.1 fm/c. The STAR
[75] and the PHENIX [76] Collaborations have measured the RAA (pT ) for non-photonic
√
single electron as a function of pT for Au+Au at sNN = 200 GeV. The experimental
data from both the collaborations show RAA < 1 for pT ≥ 2 GeV, indicating substantial
interaction of the heavy quarks with the plasma particles.
6. Summary and outlook
In this review, the suitability of photons and lepton pairs as diagnostic tools for quark
gluon plasma has been discussed. Theoretical results for LHC have been displayed and
compared with the available experimental data. For RHIC and SPS, appropriate references have been provided. Experimental data from SPS and RHIC on both photons and
lepton pairs have helped enormously to fine-tune parameters of various phenomenological models. It has also been possible to reject some of the theoretical models with the help
of these data. For example, the NA60 data on invariant mass distributions of muon pairs
rule out the reduction of ρ mass in the medium according to the scaling law proposed by
Brown and Rho [93]. With an order of magnitude increase in collision energy at LHC,
a much deeper understanding of the properties of primordial matter that existed in the
early Universe is expected. Experimental data from LHC will enhance our understanding of photon productions from jet–plasma interaction [92] and glasma state [94]. Data
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from CBM experiment [95] will help in understanding photons from baryon-rich plasma
[96]. However, much more work is required to be done theoretically to understand the
production of photons and leptons from non-equilibrated QCD plasma.
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